
MATH S143-Lecture 16



↳time: bases of rootsystems
symmetric, positive

& is a real vector space with a definite, bilinear form(i))

Anonemptyfinite subset4- (\0] is a rootsystem
-

if@ 1and =(127Va
⑧ ((I) =Gvne8 where raixiex-2x
⑧ 2(B,x)/(2,2j(( Xxe
⑥ Eis spanned by1

The Weyl group of I is then herake
=GL)E)



for 0 Fxc-letHa =[X(f)(x,x) =0]
If&is any finite setin EIC0) then

EIUAx is chempty. [easy to visualize if(=RY
xe6

So itis possible to choose some of -1 Yet**
for this , we have (0,0) 70 vaed so can set

def

+(6) =(x-4)(x,)0) and 4-(1)- q(0)
Define -(6)

=(xe44(6)) there are no elements 1,ne86]with x = +2



Thm If I is a rootsystem then the setf(6)

is a base (or system) for d, meaning that
union almost
↓ disjoint, but both sets contain O

*=[san(81) Ussar(xe8(8)]

and that(1) is a basis for E. Moreover,

everybase of arises from this construction

as Is for some Je 5-a-
Given a base **, calleach asa simple rest

-

and each 2=6*a postive/negative root.



Fix a based for tofrom now on. Some facts:

① If x =0 then ra(al = -a and ra(b"((a)) ="(a)
⑦W*(ra( -) =(ra1xe+7 =(ra1xe)

↑ ↑
obvious since

&I
*

2- nontrivial
and useful

as r =r-

③ It B =8then there is some base of containing
B and there is some wow with w() e.

④ If ' is another base, then
there is a unique

weW with w(t)
='



Claim for a roof system towith base I, the followingare equivalent:

⑨ We can write = ,5 it, for some mohempty
disjointsubsets bi with (a) =0V*et,

Bez

⑥ we can
write =Dirt: for some nonempty

disjant sets i with (a.) =0 Ya=01
↑2

I *is reducible in these cases I-

def
clearly ifthese properties hold,and Ei=M-span (xe(i).
then (i) restricts to a positive definite form on each fi and = 5,*Eu

and each i is a rootsystem in Eiwith Ji as a base



Proofclaim &E
since we can justset

↓i =n,far i= 112.
The harder direction

is to show that. For this, given

B =wir z let=an(aei]at
Leti =- *,and dji=i
Then 6,12 since , +02. Why does b=*N?
suffices to show **"-spanked]is dirt
This holds since ifas, and pet,then ra(at) = - x+ra()

= - x+( -) =0 =246=x +346.8
W
=>o as $1 +2 involves coefts of both signs when expanded in terms of



All ofthis extends from two to k factors as follows:

Prop There is a
maximal partition = yWOW-tWK

into novempty pairwise disjointand obgonal subsets, which
is unique up to permutation ofindices, and ifEi*R-span(aswil
and Inei then=2,028 ...E and each i is

is a roofsystem in C,with base Xi and1=8,58...
we call the rootsystems :the irriblehents of6.
The prop, shows thatI is det'd up to - by these components
Note:Iis irreducible if) k51 in the prop.

i. The only part that
isnotclear is claim thatI

=6,w,U..81.

To show this, consider some
bed. Then there is well with wide, so

is in w-orbitof anelementofsome
wi. Butorthogonality +W=<raKEL

-
means thatI preserves the subspace Ei so yei.



Invariants of root systems:the Cartan matrix,

-gd and... se thecoatergraph, ane
ofthe simple roots in our fixed base Us G.

be(with respect to this ordering) the Cartan matrixof
-en

is the exe matrix(ai,dih],si,;se where
(a,)2(a)((,).
-Cartan matrices for rootsystems

inR
22

Cartan matrixis ?2] as (,x2) =0
*axa I



Em*in Then (dx2) =11a.1) Icall cos (2*5)
and Ilaill:11 call so we have

↳ (an,an) =(22,4,7 =2cos(2/3) = - 1

Cartanmatrix (-i)
22

(4,0)
=1

(1,2) =2Go an
(x, x2) =VFz:cos= -1

↳ Cartan matrix=(_i) as (a)=)
It (,)

ins...Cartan matrixworks outto gohe
W

&-



prop. The Cartan matrix(up to reordering off rows (cols)

determes of(up to isomorphism). More precisely,

ifthere is another rootsystem I's' with ordered baseb

and there is a bijection 7:
t- ' such that

x,B) =(f(x),f(B)V2,0

then the unique linear map
(+ s'extending f

is a roof system isomorphism & => I. In particular, the

linear extension
of 7 has (x,B =(f(x),f(B)Xx,



The linear extension:I - s'is invertible since 8,8'are bases.

For as, itholds that Vila)* for,
of

Hence the Weyl group W' ofis exactly

Sfowof"(weW].
each** has B =w(a) for some waW, ae.
so f(B) =f0w(x) =fowof"(f(d)e&

T
Similar argumentshows thatf"(B)eVed' so
we can conclude thatI is abijectiont



finally observe for a,BCIthat

det, (f(ax(+(B)
=forno"(f(B) =f(ra))

=f() - (f(B),f(x))f(x) =f() - (,x)f(x)

so we must
have (,) = (f(B), f(a)).

S follows from case whendes exercise.staraor foamat ite
-

undirected graph with vertices labeled
bythe elements oft and

with exactly (a.)[,x) =4 (a,) edges between-

(,)(B,)
vertices & and B. &(is in X=0).



-ofcoxeter graphs for SRP:

*AxA" ⑧ #A ⑧-2 22 & 2,

-&82: · &: are-
XI 22

62
21 22

the # of edges between di and ajis the productof

entries (iii) and (5,i) ofCartan matrix.

If all roots have same length leg for SA2) then 7,7=<p,47
If roots have different lengthsthen we need a hittle extra

information to recover the Cartan matrixfrom the Coxeter graph



Define the Diagram of5 bytaking

the Coxeter diagram and addingan arrow

from longer rootto shorter root to each

double a triple edge.

*AxA, and AL:Coxeter graph Ofnkin diagram

Oynkin diagramof is
Ikell >11x,1lE

is ⑧-⑳ S-
XI 22



Oynkin diagram determines the contain matrix

=>Car. The Dynkin diagram
of8 determines up to

Moreover, the irreducible components ofcorrespond
to the connected componentsofthe Oynkin diagram,
and so to is irreducible iff the Oxnkin diagram
is connected.

Next:classification results and

constructions


